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Gnostic Spirituality: an inner tradition

Course Syllabus

Laconneau offers an intensive course series that

early Gnostics, with the little known Gospel of the

ing to encourage the development of a daily prac-

survived and adapted to the western spread of

combines one-on-one mentoring with group train-

tice of meditation and spiritual observance based
on a traditional form of European Gnostic Spirituality.

Laconneau is a path of Gnostic spiritual develop-

ment originating in Occitania - the Languedoc
region of Southern France. It is a largely oral tradition historically passed down among women,

which stresses inner growth and development,
positive ethics and devotion to the Divine Femi-

nine in accordance with Gnostic beliefs. Although
primarily found in France, traces of similar traditions can be found in other areas throughout Southern Europe.

It was in Occitania (then Roman Gaul) during the

Beloved Companion at its heart, the Tradition
Christianity, while still maintaining spiritual focus
upon the Divine Feminine. As with the Gnostic

Church itself, however, the advent of the militant

Roman Church spelled the end of the Tradition as
an open practice. Driven underground in the 13th
and 14th centuries by the persecution of the Albigensian crusade

and the subsequent Inquisition,

Laconneau survived and flourished in spite of

intense and often deadly attempts to eliminate it.
Carried to northeastern France by refugees from the

Inquisition, the Tradition in time found new homes

where it survived to continue the Work. It still
survives today.

first century CE that the Tradition encountered and

All the courses listed herein are taught by an

church. Adopting much of the belief system of the

Tradition.

embraced the teachings of the early Gnostic

initiated European teacher raised in the Laconneau

LEVEL I.
Duration: One Day
Cost: $100.00
In this course, you will be introduced to the history, backbround
and philosophy of the Tradition. You will acquire a basic
knowledge of the Gnostic Gospels and learn about the
Tradition’s integration with the early Gnostic Church. In
addition, you will learn the purpose of meditation and be taught
the Tradition’s basic form of meditation.
LEVEL II.
Duration: One Day
Cost: $100.00
In this course, which builds upon the material and practical
work you completed in the Level I Beginner’s Course, we will
discuss the vital relationship between prayer and consciousness. You will be introduced to the Oreison de Laconneau, the
foundational prayer of the Tradition that enshrines both its core
philosophy and belief system, and you will learn the final part
of the Laconneau Meditation during individual training
sessions with the teacher.
LEVEL III.
Duration: One Day
Cost: $100.00
In this course, you will learn about Laconneau’s core philosophy. Building upon the material covered in the Level II
Intermediate Course, you will continue your study of the
Gnostic Gospels and be introduced to the first century gospel
that forms an important part of both the philosophy and belief
structure of Laconneau.
Please Note: Level I is a stand-alone class and all other classes are

sequential. If you have paid your fee and are unable to attend a class, your
fee will be applied to registration for a future class for up to a year.
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